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www.langstone-hotel.co.uk
Wines Contain Sulphites

House Selection
The House Selection are available by the 750ml Bottle or by the 125ml or 175ml 
glass. The Sol Del Oro range are available in 750ml Bottles and single serve bottles 
(187ml).

 201 2 HOUSE DRY N\V 11.50% £14.70   £3.00
Spain

An attractive dry wine with soft fruits, floral aromas, and a crisp finish.

 202 2 SOL DEL ORO SAUVIGNON BLANC 2014 12.50% £15.80 £4.80 
Chile

A fresh Sauvignon with a zingy appealing style combined with soft herbaceous 
fruits and a dry balanced finish.

 205 3 SOL DEL ORO CHARDONNAY 2013 13.00% £15.80 £4.80 
Chile

A youthful and vibrant unoaked Chardonnay with gentle tropical fruit flavours 
grown in the vineyards of Chile’s Valle Central. This Sunny Region is embedded 
between the coastal mountain range and the towering Andes, which supply 
the pure mountain spring water so essential for healthy growth

 207 3 DOLCE & FELLINI PINOT GRIGIO 2013 12.50% £16.50   £3.20
South Eastern Australia

This is an unusual Pinot Grigio being grown in South Eastern Australia rather 
than the traditional Italy. Light and refreshing with a little more fruit flavours 
than more traditional Pinot Grigio’s. Gentle hints of pear and honeydew and a 
long enjoyable dry finish. Ideally suited to be enjoyed with Chicken, Seafood, 
Spicy Pasta’s and Seafood.

 1410 5 LIEBFRAUMILCH NV 9.50%  £4.80  
Germany

Medium-sweet fruity white wine.

 Bin Wine Name Vintage ABV Bottle 187ml 125ml  
 No Guide     Bottle Glass

Wine List
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Whilst every effort is made to supply the wines as described in this 
list occasionally it may be necessary to substitute wines or vintages.

 Bin Wine Name Vintage ABV Bottle 187ml 125ml 
 No Guide     Bottle Glass

Wines Contain Sulphites

House Selection (continued)
 603 2 HOUSE ROSE  N\V 11.50% £14.70   £3.00

Spain

Concentrated summer fruits with an appealing dry refreshing style.

 607  4 PINOT GRIGIO BLUSH CARDONE 2012 10.50% £16.80   £3.20
Italy

Light and refreshing with gentle hints of summer fruit and a long enjoyable 
dry finish.

 612  4 BORREGO SPRINGS ZINFANDEL ROSE 2012 10.00% £16.80   £3.20
California

Light-bodied and refreshing with rich raspberry and strawberry flavours. this 
wine can be enjoyed as an aperitif and will also make a perfect partner for 
salads and seafoods.

 701 A HOUSE RED,  N\V 12.00% £14.70   £3.00
Spain

Good body and a rounded style, with fruity flavours and a silky smooth finish

 801 B SOL DEL ORO MERLOT 2013 13.00% £15.80 £4.80
Chile

Lot’s of ripe fruit with hints of spicy plums and blackcurrrants that combine to 
provide an easy drinking wine.

 901 C LES AMBASSADEURS  2012 13.00% £16.50   £3.20
   CABERNET SAUVIGNON

France
A wine with aromas of black fruits and cinnamon, velvety fabric and silk tannins.

 110 2 PROSECCO LE CLIVIE N\V 11.50% £21.00 £6.80 
Italy

Vibrant and elegant aromas lead to an enjoyable aperitif with a fine mousse.
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 Bin Wine Name Vintage ABV Bottle 187ml 125ml 
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Champagnes and Sparkling Wines
 102 2 BARON DARIGNAC NV 11.00% £19.00

France
An inexpensive  sparkling wine. A clean full dry, refreshing French white wine with a 
natural sparkle. Excellent value alternative to traditional Champagne. 

 104 2 HOUSE CAVA N\V 11.00% £22.00 £6.90 
Spain

Sparkling, irresistible and fun. Produced using the methode Champenoise to give 
characteristics which are very similar to Champagne. Light appley and refreshing 
with an exciting mouthful of bubbles.

 110 2 PROSECCO LE CLIVIE N\V 11.50% £21.00 £6.80 
Italy

Vibrant and elegant aromas lead to an enjoyable aperitif with a fine mousse.

 109 7 ASTI SPUMANTE NV 7.50% £19.00 
Italy

Classic Italian sparkling wine. Much sweeter than Champagne with a full fruit flavour.

 123 2 PALACE WALLS SPARKLING ROSE  2010 11.50% £33.00 
Devon, England

Made from a blend of Pinot noir Précoce, Auxerrois and grown on the hills above 
Bishopsteignton just a few miles from the hotel. This is a traditionally fermented dry 
sparkling wine.

 130 1 HOUSE CHAMPAGNE NV 12.00% £35.00 £12.00 
       (200ml)

France
Consistent high quality Champagne with a long bottle age. Excellent value for money.
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Champagnes and Sparkling Wines (continued)
 142 1 MOËT ET CHANDON   NV 12.00% £48.00 

Brut Imperial, Champagne, France
From the largest house in Champagne. Established in 1743, and the UK’s favourite 
champagne Moet et Chandon also holds a Royal Warrant to supply champagne to 
Queen Elizabeth II. A gentle, easy drinking Champagne in the classic style. 

 152 1 BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVEE NV 12.00% £59.00
Champagne, France

On average the blend consists of 60% Pinot Noir, 25% Chardonnay and 15% Pinot 
Meunier harvested from around 30 different Crus in Champagne. The Pinot Noir 
and Chardonnay grapes come exclusively from Grands and Premier Crus. The Blend 
also includes 5 to 10% of reserve wines kept in magnum for 
several years in the Bollinger Ccllars. The Special Cuvee is 
aged for a minimum of 3 years in the Bollinger cellars before 
disgorgement. This medium gold coloured Champagne 
has yeasty bread dough over toasty under ripe apple 
and pear flavours, it has a good weight in the mouth, 
a fine active bead, and a really nice creamy texture. 

 154 1 BOLLINGER, GRAND ANNEÉ, 1999 12.00% £90.00
Champagne, France

A superior quality vintage Champagne. The Grand Annee is a blend of 65% pinot 
noir from Reims and 35% chardonnay from the Cotes des Blancs. The wines are first 
fermented in four year old oak barrels to enhance the aromatic complexity and allow 
gentle oxidation to increase the ageing capacity of the wine. The wines have at least 
five years on lees under cork before disgorgement. This fabulous Champagne has 
been described as having a “wonderful sparkling foam rising through a clear golden 
pinkish straw colour to whet the appetite. The scent is a fresh citrus and peach. On the 
palate this light to medium bodied wine dances and leaves a lemony lime crispness 
after a green apple attack. Delightful.”
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Dry White Wines
 201 2 HOUSE DRY  N\V 11.50% £14.70   £3.00 

France
Attractive dry white with floral aromas and crisp finish. 

202 2 SOL DEL ORO SAUVIGNON BLANC 2014 12.50% £15.80 £4.80 
Chile

A fresh Sauvignon with a zingy appealing style combined with soft herbaceous fruits 
and a dry balanced finish.

 205 3 SOL DEL ORO CHARDONNAY 2013 13.00% £15.80 £4.80 
Chile

A youthful and vibrant unoaked Chardonnay with gentle tropical fruit flavours 
grown in the vineyards of Chile’s Valle Central. This Sunny Region is embedded 
between the coastal mountain range and the towering Andes, which supply the 
pure mountain springwater so essential for healthy growth.

 207 3 DOLCE & FELLINI PINOT GRIGIO 2013 12.50% £16.50   £3.20
South Eastern Australia

This is an unusual Pinot Grigio being produced in South Eastern Australia rather 
than it’s traditional home, Italy. Light and refreshing with a little more fruit flavours 
than more traditional Pinot Grigio’s. Gentle hints of pear and honeydew and a 
long enjoyable dry finish. Ideal with Chicken, Spicy Pasta’s and Seafood.

 
224 2 RYE MILL CHARDONNAY 2013 12.50% £17.00   

Australia
Rye Mill Chardonnay from Australia is a clean, crisp, lightly oaked wine. Reccommended 
with Pasta or Chicken.
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Dry White Wines (continued)
 239 2  GRAN HACIENDA, SAUVIGNON BLANC, 2014 13.50% £19.50 

SANTA RITA, D.O. Valle Central, Chile
A crisp and refreshing  wine with a fruity aroma of citrus blossoms and 
peaches which is well balanced by delicate herbaceous undertones. Fruity 
and floral characteristics enhanced by a pleasant acidity intensify the wine’s 
freshness and smooth lingering on the palate.

 258  1 MARLBOROUGH SAUVIGNON BLANC  2013 13.00% £25.00 
Coopers Creek, New Zealand

Classic Marlborough Sauvignon: vibrant gooseberry, passionfruit and 
nectarine backed with hints of herbaceousness. Impressive weight 
of flavour on the palate with richness and texture and a long finish. 
This Sauvignon Blanc is sourced from multiple vineyard parcels in 
Marlborough, typically up the valley on rocky soils. The grapes are 
pressed in the region and then sent to the winery as juice, to avoid 
excessive skin contact.

 257  1 CHABLIS  2012 12.50% £30.00 
Domaine Jean-Marc Brocard, France

The multi-award winning Brocard family have earned a name for 
themselves for remarkable consistency and finesse. Soil, or terroir, 
is important for Brocard. To best express the Chablis character Jean-
Marc Brocard has chosen not to use any oak for his wines. He thinks 
that this best enhances the minerality and typical Chablis style. It 
has a pale gold colour, followed by subtle mineral characteristics, 
with elegant citrus undertones and some fresh acidity on a perfectly 
balanced palate, before leaving a long, fresh and rounded finish.
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Dry to Medium Sweet White Wines
 303 3 ROZENDAAL, CHENIN BLANC 2013 12.50% £16.90

Western Cape, South Africa
Delicate and refreshing with a hint of citrus fruits bouquet.

 306 3 TORRONTES FINCA COLONIA 2011 12.00% £17.50
Argentina

Torrontes is a grape unique to Argentina. It’s an extremely aromatic varietal, 
related to Muscat, producing dry and fruity whites, with aromas of peach, apricot and 
almonds. Fantastic with gently spiced chicken or fish or just on its own. 

 312 3 PINOT GRIGIO DELLE DOLOMITI 2012 12.00% £18.50
Terre del Noce, Italy

An extremely lively fruity white wine produced from this increasingly popular grape 
variety. Produced near the banks of the Adage in the heart of the Dolomites. 

 320 3 OLD WALLS, PRIORY WHITE 2006 11.50% £25.00  
Devon, England 

Locally produced at the Old Walls Vineyard in Bishopsteignton near 
Teignmouth.  this wine has a pale straw colour which bel ies the 
slightly floral but over all fruit driven flavours that roll on and on. 
An ideal accompaniment to white meats, fish and cheeses or just to unwind 
at the end of the day.

Medium to Sweet White Wines 
 1410 5 LIEBFRAUMILCH NV 9.50%  £4.80  

Germany
Medium-sweet fruity white wine
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 Rose Wines
 603 2 HOUSE ROSE  N\V 11.50% £14.70   £3.00 

Spain
Concentrated summer fruits with an appealing dry refreshing style.

 607  4 PINOT GRIGIO BLUSH CARDONE 2012 10.50% £16.80   £3.20
Italy

Light and refreshing with gentle hints of summer fruit and a long enjoyable dry finish.

 612  4 BORREGO SPRINGS ZINFANDEL ROSE 2012 10.00% £16.80   £3.20
California

Medium-bodied and refreshing with rich raspberry and strawberry flavours. 

 605 2 RIOJA ESENCIA ROSADO  2012 12.50% £18.80 
Valdemar, Spain 

100% Grenache or Garnacha, the colour is intense and flamboyant, although dry in 
taste it displays very fruity tones and served cold is an extremely refreshing Rose wine.

 609 2 CABERNET SAUVIGNON ROSÉ 2012 13.50% £19.50   
Santa Rita, Chile

A real rosé, bold and deeply coloured, with an intense strawberry nose, and stunning 
fruit flavours produced from 100% Cabernet Sauvignon, in the style of Clairette ( a 
light red wine). 

 123 2 PALACE WALLS SPARKLING ROSE   N/V 11.50% £33.00   
Devon, England

Made from a blend of Pinot noir Précoce, Auxerrois and grown on the hills above 
Bishopsteignton just a few miles from the hotel. This is a trditionally fermented dry 
sparkling wine.
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Light Red Wines 
 701 A HOUSE RED,  N\V 12.00% £14.70   £3.00

Spain
Good body and a rounded style, with fruity flavours and a silky smooth finish.

706 B SOLDERO, RUBICONE, SANGIOVESE 2013 12.50% £15.70   
San Nicola, Italy

A well made light bodied ruby red wine made with 100% Sangiovese, soft, fruity and 
very drinkable. 

736 B VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO SUPERIORE  2012 12.00% £25.00
Masi, Italy

Vibrant summer fruits on the nose and raspberries on the palate. A very fine wine 
from the best one of the best producers in Italy. It is as congenial as a brother’s house 
(Hemingway). Masi makes this modern-styled wine from traditional Veronese grape 
varieties (Corvina, Rondinella, Molinara). Excellent with many dishes, from soups to 
grilled meats. Also delicious with pasta.

 Medium Red Wines 

 801 B SOL DEL ORO MERLOT 2013 13.00% £15.80 £4.80
Chile

Lot’s of ripe fruit with hints of spicy plums and blackcurrrants that combine to provide 
an easy drinking wine.

805 C CABERNET SAUVIGNON, 2013 14.50% £18.50  
Finca Colonia, Argentina

Unusual for a Cabernet. Blessed with cooling winds from the Andes, this is a lighter 
style, dry and fruity for everyday drinking.
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Medium Red Wines 
 810 D CÔTES DU RHÔNE SAINT-ESPIRIT, AC 2012 14.00% £24.00  

Delas, Rhone, France
The Côtes-du-Rhône Saint Esprit is made from a blend of 
Syrah, Grenache, Mourvedre and Carignan grapes, which 
come from a small village in the Ardeche region. The 
vineyard’s southern exposure on steep granite hillsides 
provides the best growing condit ions for the vines. 
The  Cuvée  Sa in t  Espr i t  shows  the  s t reng th  and 
a pepper taste typical of the Syrah grape. The colour 
is deep garnet red and has intense red berry aromas. 
It is an exceptional full-bodied wine with fine tannins. 
 
“The amazing Cotes du Rhone St.-Esprit (75% Syrah and 25% 
Grenache) reveals a northern Rhone orientation, but it is loaded with spice and black fruits, 
and displays a beautiful opulent texture as well as a gorgeous finish with impressive purity. 
This great northern Rhone negociant, spearheaded by their brilliant oenologist 
and winemaker, Jacques Grange, has consistently made fabulous wines from the 
northern appellations, but only recently upgraded the quality of their southern 
Rhone selections. These are the finest southern Rhones they make, and their  Cotes  
du Rhone St.-Esprit ranks alongside the offerings from Guigal and Chapoutier.” 
-Wine Advocate

812 C	 SANTA RITA CABERNET SAUVIGNON  2013 13.00% £19.50 
The outstanding climatic conditions of the Andes foothills result in wines of exceptional 
aroma and concentration. This medium bodied wine conjures memories of mature 
red fruits, plums and vanilla tones and is recommended to accompany pastas, grilled 
chicken, kidney or tongue and cheese souffles.

 818 C PINOTAGE KLEINKLOOF 2011 13.50% £19.50
South Africa

The Pinotage grape produces big, juicy wines with spicy, brambly fruit, rich smoky 
tannins and a lingering finish and this wine is no exception. The deliciously drinkable 
Kleinkloof Pinotage displays the juicy red berry flavours that you would expect from 
such sun-ripened fruit together with a smooth richness in the mouth. This evocative 
wine goes well with a variety of foods and yet is equally enjoyable on it’s own.
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Medium Red Wines (continued) 
 824 C  RIOJA CRIANZA 2012 13.50% £25.50  

Conde De Valdemar, Spain
Aged for 18 months in oak and further bottle ageing before release creates this 
perfectly balanced fruit driven Rioja.

 840 B OLD WALLS, PALACE RED 2006 13.00% £28.00  
Devon, England

Light bodied like most English wines smooth, produced locally in Bishopsteignton, 
near Teignmouth from the Rhondo grape

 842 C  PEPPOLI, CHIANTI CLASSICO 2009 13.50% £29.50 
Antinori, Italy 

The grapes of the Pèppoli estate in the Chianti Classico area were carefully 
selected during the harvest. After destemming and soft crushing the 
Sangiovese grapes were macerated in stainless steel vats for about 10 
days. The Merlot and Syrah grapes were fermented separately with a shorter 
maceration period for fuller expression of the fruit. Once the Sangiovese, 
Merlot and Syrah were blended together the wine was placed in 55hl 
Slavonian oak barrels (and 10% in American oak barriques) for 9 months. 
Ageing in barriques enhanced the complexity of the wine’s aromas while 
maturing in larger barrels preserved the fruity aromas from fermentation 
and sweetened the tannins. After ageing the wine was bottled and then 
aged in the bottles before release. This produces a wine with Intense red 
fruit aromas, especially redcurrants and raspberries, are amplified by light 
hints of vanilla and coffee sensations. This full-bodied wine is pleasantly 
lingering with soft, sweet tannins. Best drunk while still young for full 
expression of the fruit.
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Full Red Wines 
 900 C MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO 2012 13.50% £19.50   

Barrique Aged, Itynera, Italy
This is a rich robust wine.  It captures the intense aromas and complex palate typical 
of the rugged hilly vineyards of the Abruzzo region of central Italy. The ageing of the 
wine in wooden Barriques has been shown to improve the colour stability and flavour 
properties of this fine Montepulciano. This has resulted in a delicious, generous red, 
round and juicy with good earthy cherry and berry character and a clean, fruity finish.

 901 C LES AMBASSADEURS CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2012 13.00% £16.50  £3.20
France

A wine with aromas of black fruits and cinnamon, velvety fabric and silk tannins.

 903 C RYE MILL SHIRAZ  2013 13.00% £17.00 
 Australia

Rich spice and pepper characteristic of the Shiraz packed with flavours of ripe berries 
and spicy oak in an instantly appealing style.

 906 D FINCA LA COLONIA MALBEC  2013 14.00% £18.00
Bodega Norton, Argentina

Founded in 1932 in the foothills of the Andes. The Bodega Norton vineyards are 
located in the upper Mendoza river valley regarded as Argentina’s best wine growing 
area and it’s wines are being highlighted as amongst the best to come from Argentina. 
Rich and elegant with brambly fruit flavours and a firm structure. Malbec is unfiltered 
to retain it’s natural fruitiness and elegance.

 915 C BUFFALO RIDGE  RED ZINFANDEL 2010 12.50% £18.00   
California, USA

A deep ruby red colour this medium-bodied wine displays classic varietal character 
with lots of ripe dark fruit flavours,complemented by bright raspberry and strawberry 
notes, black pepper and vanilla add complexity

 918 D	 RESERVA MERLOT,  MAIPO VALLEY 2010 13.50% £23.00
Santa Rita, Chile

This wine is created from hand-picked grapes of 100% Merlot  and aged in American 
oak. It has a deep purple colour and intense aromas of ripe fruit, reminiscent of plums 
with a hint of black pepper. Reserva Merlot presents full, concentrated fruit flavour, 
rounded by soft tannins, with a lingering, memorable, after taste.
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Full Red Wines (Continued) 
 920 C MOONSTONE RANCH SHIRAZ-CABERNET  NV 13.00% £19.00

Australia
Aromas of blackberries, blackcurrants and damson, with a hint of oak rounding the 
edges with gentle hints of summer fruit and a long enjoyable dry finish. On the palate 
this wine is full bodied with intense berry fruits and black pepper flavours, soft tannins 
and a long finish.

 928 C ALLAN SCOTT, PINOT NOIR  2011 13.50% £31.00
New Zealand

Careful barrel selection has resulted in this fine elegant Marlborough 
Pinot Noir. The aromatics are dark cherries and raspberries, with subtle 
oak characters. The palate entry is soft and warming and delivers the 
fruit along with a little spice to a mid intensity mid palate, finishing 
softly with velvet-like tannins.

 931 D CHATEAUNEUF DU PAPE, HAUTE PIERRE 2011 14.00% £42.00   
Delas Freres, Rhone, France

A classic red wine from one of the most famous regions in France. Based on 
the Grenache grape, rich and dark, warmed by the traditional pudding stones 
or “Galettes” surrounding the vines. Truly excellent red wine. The colour is 
a deep garnet-red. The nose of the “Haute Pierre” cuvée is characterised by 
strong spicy aromas, which show a rich, powerful body wrapped around with 
a more delicate yet tightly knit tannic framework. Rich and unctuous on the 
palate, the finish reveals some intense, liquorice-like flavours.

 939 E BAROLO, DOCG 2008 13.50% £45.00   
 Prunotto, Bussia, Italy

Aged in wood for 3 years Barolo is made exclusively from the Nebbiolo 
grape. Grown in the province of Cuneo within the region of Piedmont, 
situated in the northwest Corner of Italy. An extraordinary mix of scents 
and garnet red colour characterise the wine. A distinctive ethereal 
bouquet followed by ripe fruit flavours with a hint of oak and a long, 
well-balanced finish.


